
Longbridge Rd Update       October 8, 2019 

 

As many of you know, we submitted a design and permit application to EGLE (formerly DEQ) Tuesday 

October 1, 2019 to raise Longbridge Rd from the bridge 650 feet north to Monroe Rd (US 31BR).  The 

design will result in raising the centerline of the road so it is 1 foot higher than the record high water 

level.  There will be 4 foot paved shoulders that may serve as a trail.  There will be geo tech material on 

the bottom and geo grid half way up the fill.  The material on bottom will be wrapped around the top to 

secure the fill from erosion and give it stability.  Both the bottom geo tech material and the grid material 

are designed to spread the load and in essence “float” the road.  This type of construction is used to 

build roads over marshes and swamps.  We will top the fill off with 8” of aggregate, and 4” of asphalt.  

Heavy rip rap (18”-24”) will be placed on the bank slopes. 

We also submitted a hydraulic model which EGLE reviewed and requested more measurements for 

more precision.  So last Friday a coworker and I set up stationing with tall cones for visibility on 

Longbridge from Monroe across the bridge and causeway to the south, and our bridge engineer used 

sonar and a measuring rod in a kayak to establish additional profiles both upstream and downstream, 

and used the stationing for alignment in the water.  These measurements were taken to the nearest 

1/10 of a foot so they are precise.  Monday our bridge engineer programmed these measurements into 

the model and submitted it to EGLE.  EGLE has been very helpful, cooperative and punctual with this 

project. 

This morning, Tuesday October 9, I spoke with the engineer from EGLE who is reviewing the modeling 

and she is working on it today and assured me it is a priority.  What we need now is called “Conditional 

Approval” from EGLE.   How it has been explained to me is that it isn’t necessary to wait the whole 20 

days of the public posting, IF we get overwhelming positive comments and no substantiated negative 

comments that show someone might be negatively impacted by the project.  They also have to approve 

our hydraulic model after review. 

If you haven’t commented, we encourage you to positively comment to help our cause.  The link is:  

https://miwaters.deq.state.mi.us/miwaters/external/publicnotice/info/4856957697354664483/docume

nts 

We are hoping and praying for a good report.  We have met with the Geo Tech material supplier, and 

they have the product available and set aside for the contractor for this project.  We also have a quote 

on the paving.  Upon approval of EGLE, we would start work almost immediately.  We plan for the 

project to take approximately 3 weeks. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Timmer 

Managing Director 

Oceana County Road Commission 

https://miwaters.deq.state.mi.us/miwaters/external/publicnotice/info/4856957697354664483/documents
https://miwaters.deq.state.mi.us/miwaters/external/publicnotice/info/4856957697354664483/documents


 

 

 

 


